Children’s Garden

Grey Granite Flower Kerb

Granite Mushroom

With Flower Vase
This attractive 13’’ memorial wedge has a polished black
granite face fixed onto a contrasting sandstone base.

(Spring & Winter Gardens)

This unique polished granite memorial mushroom
situated in our specially dedicated Children’s Garden
features individual black polished discs suitable for
small inscriptions.

Granite Tower

(Spring, Winter & Bluebell/Daffodil Gardens)

Granite Butterfly Plaque
This individual pretty blue mother of pearl butterfly
plaque is attached to a spike for easy insertion into the
ground.

This 5’ classic hexagonal feature presents 7 large granite
plaques on each face securely attached to a high-quality
silver grey granite column.

Red Granite Flower Kerb

Tree of Life

(Daffodil & Autumn Gardens)

This beautiful and uniquely designed granite memorial
tree featuring 18 individual black granite plaques from
which you can choose a leaf, acorn or butterfly.

Memorial Bench
Plaques
These attractively designed polished
grey granite benches feature 2 black
granite plaques on each bench and
are set around a lovely tree.

With Flower Vase
This 10” path edge memorial incorporates a flower vase and
features a high-quality polished red granite finish.

Grey Granite Flower Kerb
(Bluebell Garden)

With Flower Vase
This attractive 12” path edge memorial features a polished
blue pearl face fixed onto a contrasting high-quality grey
granite base.
Renewal of all leases for further period - 75% of lease cost.

Book of Remembrance
The Book of Remembrance, displayed
in a purpose-built cabinet in the
Chapel of Remembrance, has been
provided to offer a dignified memorial
in perpetuity. The Chapel itself is open
to visitors between:
9.00 am - 5.00 pm
Monday to Friday
For weekends and public holidays, the
Book of Remembrance will be on view
at the main doors of the Crematorium.
The Book of Remembrance has a
separate page for each day. The pages
are turned on a daily basis so that
the lasting record appears at each
anniversary according to the date
chosen. The Book itself is handmade
and bound in the finest gold-tooled
vellum. Each entry is an example
of calligraphic excellence, worthy
of the quality and importance
of the volume and a fitting
tribute to the memory of
the deceased.
In addition the following
emblems may be included in
the Book of Remembrance:
Emblem*, Family Crest*,
Coat of Arms*
(* only permitted with 5 or
8-line entry)

The facsimile entries shown in this
brochure illustrate examples of the
standard and attractiveness of the
workmanship. Two, five and eightline entries can be chosen and the
latter two options offer the opportunity
of highlighting an association through
the addition of a colourful motif,
badge or crest:

Summer Garden of Remembrance

Memorial Cards
Facsimile entry in a quality card:

Upright Granite Memorial

The Memorial card replicates the
cover of the Book of Remembrance and
reproduces the entry, but in a card
cover only. Both options offer a highly
personal memorial which can be kept at
hand.

The bound miniature book contains
colour photographs and replica of the
Book of Remembrance entry:

Including Casket
This tiered columbarium wall has 28 angled double niches with black granite plaques.
Each niche accommodates up to two caskets.

With Flower Container
This formal and elegant black polished granite
memorial stands 14’’ high and is unique in having a
detachable flower container fixed at the rear.

Granite Mother-of-Pearl

Miniature Book
The Miniature Book is a replica of the
Book of Remembrance and contains a
facsimile entry and tasteful photographs
of features of the Crematorium.

Columbarium Wall

In addition, the following may be
included in the Memorial Card and
Miniature Book:

With Flower Vase
This superior 16’’ memorial complete with flower vase
has a beautiful and distinctive polished blue pearl
finish.

Photograph*, Family Crest*,
Coat of Arms*
(* only permitted with 5 or 8-line entry)

Black Granite Flower Wedge
With Flower Vase
This classical 10’’ memorial complete with flower vase
features a high-quality polished black granite finish.

Granite Wall Plaque
These attractive octagonal plaques are fixed to a red
brick wall in the Summer Garden. Flowers can be
placed in the vases at the base of the wall.

Granite Columbarium
This elegant tower can be the secure resting place for up to 48 containers of cremated
remains. Each container will be placed in a seperate compartment behind a black granite
plaque. Flowers can be placed in the vases at the base of the columbarium.

